
Early Events/Actions  

of the Holocaust 

1933 - 1938 



V. Nazis Power Grows  
     A. Beginning of Dictatorship 

 1.  Hitler appointed CHANCELLOR on January 30, 1933 

 2.  Hitler is given total power on March 24, 1933 



The GESTAPO was the Nazi police force 



Also known as the Brown Shirts, SA, or Stormtroopers 



The Gestapo’s job was to eliminate all  

OPPOSITION to Hitler 



Used brutal methods when ARRESTING people 

- committed MURDER and other crimes  



Used brutal methods when ARRESTING people 

- committed MURDER and other crimes  



The S.S. was Hitler’s elite force 

- SS stands for Shutzstaffel 



The S.S. was Hitler’s elite force 

- Also known as the Black Shirts 



became responsible for the FINAL SOLUTION 

 



ran both CONCENTRATION camps 

 



and, later, DEATH camps 

 



Public notice, issued by the Central 

Committee for the Defense against 

Jewish Atrocities and the [Jewish] 

Boycott, instructing Germans to protect 

themselves against the Jews by 

boycotting Jewish businesses and 

Jewish professionals on  

April 1, 1933. 

The Nazis ordered  

BOYCOTTS of  

Jewish businesses. 

 

A boycott is the refusal 

to do business with a 

store. 



The Nazis ordered  

BOYCOTTS of  

Jewish businesses. 

 

A boycott is the refusal 

to do business with a 

store. 



“do not buy from Jews” 



Nazis ordered forced  

STERILIZATION of  

anyone “proven”  

to have a genetic defect 



book burnings 



book burnings 



Number of Jews 

allowed to attend 

public schools 

was limited  



The NUREMBERG Laws 

were passed in 1935. 

 

-stripped German Jews of 

the CITIZENSHIP 

 

-Outlawed MARRIAGE 

between Jews and non-Jews 
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-stripped German Jews of 

the CITIZENSHIP 

 

-Outlawed MARRIAGE 

between Jews and non-Jews 









Children had passports with the middle 

name of either “SARAH” or “ISRAEL” 



Adult passports 

were stamp with a 

large red “J” 



Propaganda is 

information spread to 

INFLUENCE people 

Joseph Goebbels 
was in charge of Nazi 

propaganda 
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“long live Germany” 

Besides anti-Semitic 

propaganda, the 

Nazis wanted people 

to feel that Hitler as 

almost a GOD 





Nazis used many outlets for propaganda 

including:    - Films (movies)   - RADIO 

  



“the eternal Jew” 

Nazis used many outlets for propaganda 

including:    - NEWSPAPERS 

  



“the eternal Jew” 

Nazis used many outlets for propaganda 

including:    - POSTERS 

 -  



Nazis used many outlets for propaganda 

including:    - EDUCATION system 

  



“extract the Jews” 





Der Giftpilz 

 

The Poisonous 

Mushroom 







Der Giftpilz 

 

The Poisonous 

Mushroom 



What effect did the laws, discrimination,  
and propaganda have on the population? 

By November 1938,  
more than 30% of the 

Jews emigrated  
from Germany. 

 
Emigrated means  

to move OUT  
of an area. 



Kristallnacht  

November 9 – 10, 1938 

in GERMANY and AUSTRIA 



300 SYNAGOGUES burned down 







TORAH and TALMUD 

torn in the streets 



7,000 Jewish 

BUSINESSES  

destroyed 





91 German Jews 
were killed 

 
Thousands more 
were INJURED 

 
Death certificate for 

Selma Steifel Zwienicki. 
 

She was shot by the SA 
(Gestapo) on November 

10, 1938.  



30,000 Jews  

were arrested 





and sent to CONCENTRATION camps 



Jews held RESPONSIBLE for the damge 

And fined  

1 BILLION 

marks 



150,000 Jews fled Germany 

many went  

to 

POLAND 
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“Arbeit Macht Frei” #14 


